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Abstract—Generating an image from a provided descriptive
text is quite a challenging task because of the difficulty in
incorporating perceptual information (object shapes, colors, and
their interactions) along with providing high relevancy related to
the provided text. Current methods first generate an initial lowresolution image, which typically has irregular object shapes,
colors, and interaction between objects. This initial image is
then improved by conditioning on the text. However, these
methods mainly address the problem of using text representation
efficiently in the refinement of the initially generated image, while
the success of this refinement process depends heavily on the
quality of the initially generated image, as pointed out in the
Dynamic Memory Generative Adversarial Network (DM-GAN)
paper. Hence, we propose a method to provide good initialized
images by incorporating perceptual understanding in the discriminator module. We improve the perceptual information at
the first stage itself, which results in significant improvement in
the final generated image. In this paper, we have applied our
approach to the novel StackGAN architecture. We then show
that the perceptual information included in the initial image is
improved while modeling image distribution at multiple stages.
Finally, we generated realistic multi-colored images conditioned
by text. These images have good quality along with containing
improved basic perceptual information. More importantly, the
proposed method can be integrated into the pipeline of other
state-of-the-art text-based-image-generation models such as DMGAN and AttnGAN to generate initial low-resolution images. We
also worked on improving the refinement process in StackGAN by
augmenting the third stage of the generator-discriminator pair
in the StackGAN architecture. Our experimental analysis and
comparison with the state-of-the-art on a large but sparse dataset
MS COCO further validate the usefulness of our proposed
approach.

Contribution–This paper improves the pipeline for Text to
Image Generation by incorporating Perceptual Understanding
in the Initial Stage of Image Generation.
Keywords–Deep Learning, GAN, MS COCO, Text to Image Generation, PerceptionGAN, Captioner Loss
I. I NTRODUCTION
Generating photo-realistic images from unstructured text
descriptions is a very challenging problem in computer vision
but has many potential applications in the real world. Over the
past years, with the advances in the meaningful representation
of the text (text-embeddings) through the use of extremely
powerful models such as word2vec, GloVe [1]–[3] combined
with RNNs, multiple architectures have been proposed for image retrieval and generation. Generative Adversarial Networks

(GANs) [4] achieved significant results and have gained a lot
of attention in regards to text to image synthesis. As discussed
in StackGAN paper [5], natural images can be modeled at
different scales; hence GANs can be stably trained for multiple
sub-generative tasks with progressive goals. Thus current stateof-the-art methods generate images by modeling a series
of low-to-high-dimensional data distributions, which can be
viewed as first generating low-resolution images with basic
object shapes, colors, and then converting these images to
high-resolution ones. However, there are two major problems
that need to be addressed [6]. 1) Existing methods depend
heavily on the quality of the initially generated image, and
if this is not well initialized (i.e., not able to capture basic
object shapes, colors, and interactions between objects), then
further refinement will not be able to improve the quality
much. 2) Each word provides a contribution of different levels
of importance when depicting different image content; hence
unchanged word embeddings in the refinement process make
the final model less effective. Most of the current state-of-theart methods have only addressed the second problem [5]–[7].
In contrast, in this paper, we propose a novel method to address
the first problem, namely, generating a good, perceptually
relevant, low-resolution image to be used as an initialization
for the refinement stage.
In the first step of our research, we tried to improve the refinement process by augmenting the third stage of the generatordiscriminator pair in the StackGAN architecture. Based on the
analysis of the results, unfortunately, adding more stages in the
refinement process did not significantly improve perceptual
aspects like object shapes, object interactions, etc. in the final
generated image compared with the cost of the increase in
parameters. Based on this preliminary research, we project that
the presence of perceptual aspects should be addressed in the
first stage of the generation itself. Hence, we propose a method
to provide good initialized images by incorporating perceptual
understanding in the discriminator module. We introduced an
encoder in the discriminator module of the first stage. The
encoder maps the image distribution to a lower-dimensional
distribution, which still contains all the relevant perceptual
information. A schematic overview of the mappings in our
proposed PerceptionGAN architecture is shown in Fig. 1.. We
introduce a captioner loss on this lower-dimensional vector of
the real and generated image. This ensures that the generated
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image contains most of the relevant perceptual aspects present
in the input training image in the first stage of the generation
itself, which will enhance any further refinement process that
aims to improve the quality of the text conditioned image.

E0

G1

X

Y

T

D0
Fig. 1. A schematic overview of the mappings in our proposed PerceptionGAN: G1 : X → Y and E0 : Y → T , where X represents the
text representation space, and Y represents the image space. T is a 256dimensional latent space-constrained such that there exists a reverse mapping,
i.e., a decoder D0 : T → X

II. R ELATED W ORK
Generating high-resolution images from unstructured text is
a difficult task and is very useful in the field of computer-aided
design, text conditioned generation of images of objects, etc.
Several deep generative models have been designed for the
synthesis of images from unstructured text representations.
The AlignDRAW model by Mansimov et al. [8] iteratively
draws patches on a canvas while attending to the relevant
words in the description. The Conditional PixelCNN used by
Reed et al. [9] uses text descriptors as conditional variables.
The Approximate Langevin sampling approach was used by
Nguyen et al. [10] to generate images conditioned on the
text. Compared to other generative models, however, GANs
have shown a much better performance when it comes to image synthesis from text. In particular, Conditional Generative
Networks have achieved significant results in this domain.
Reed et al. [11] successfully generated 64×64 resolution
images for birds and flowers using text descriptions with
GANs. These generated samples were further improved by
considering additional information regarding object location
in their following research [12]. To capture the plenitude of
information present in natural images, several multiple-GAN
architectures were also proposed. Wang et al. [13] utilized
a structure GAN and a style GAN to synthesize images
of indoor scenes. Yang et al. [14] used layered recursive
GANs to factorize image generation into foreground and
background generation. Several GANs were added by Huang
et al. [15] to reconstruct the multilevel representations of a
pre-trained discriminative model. Durugkar et al. [16] used
multiple discriminators along with one generator to increase
the probability of the generator acquiring effective feedback.
This approach, however, lacks in modeling image distribution
at multiple discrete scales. Denton et al. [17] built a series of
GANs within a Laplacian pyramid framework (LAPGANs)
where a residual image conditioned on the image of the
previous stage is generated and then added back to the input

image to produce the input for the next stage. Han Zhang
and Tao Xu’s work on StackGAN [5] and StackGAN++ [18]
further improved the final image quality and relevancy. The
latter work included various features (Conditioning Augmentation, Color Consistency regulation), which led to a further
improvement in image generation. AttnGAN [7] also achieved
good results in this field. The idea behind AttnGAN is to
refine the images to high-resolution ones by leveraging the
attention mechanism. Each word in an input sentence has a
different level of information depicting the image content. So
instead of conditioning images on global sentence vectors, they
conditioned images on fine-grained word-level information,
during which they consider all of the words equally. Dynamic
Memory GAN (DM-GAN) [6] improved the word selection
mechanism for image generation, by dynamically selecting the
important word information based on the initially generated
image and then refining the image conditioned on that information part by part. These models, unfortunately, are mostly
targeting the problem of incorporating the provided text description more efficiently into the refinement stage of the lowresolution image and do not address the problem of lacking
perceptual information in the initially generated low-resolution
image. As observed in all of the models above, they are only
able to capture a limited amount of perceptual information,
i.e., the final generated image is not photo-realistic. Hence we
project that it is important to capture perceptual information in
the first stage itself. Our PerceptionGAN architecture targets
this important problem and improves the perceptual information in the initially generated image significantly, which is
then even further improved in the refinement process. Our
proposed PerceptionGAN approach, not only approximates
image distribution at multiple discrete scales by generating
high-resolution images conditioned on their low-resolution
counterparts (generated in the initial stage); as done similarly
in StackGAN, StackGAN++, LAPGANs, Progressive GANs;
they also offer a major improvement of final image quality
by creating the initial low-resolution input images through the
incorporation of perceptual content. Furthermore, our PerceptionGAN increases the text relevancy of the images through a
loss analysis between the perceptual features’ distribution of
generated and real images.
III. P ROPOSED A RCHITECTURE
As stated by Zhu, Minfeng, et al. [6], who proposed DMGAN, and as verified in our preliminary experiment below,
the first stage of image generation needs to capture more
perceptual information to improve the final output. Hence,
we propose a new architecture, shown in Fig. 2., in which
we introduce an encoder in the discriminator module of
the first stage. This encoder maps the image distribution to
a lower-dimensional distribution, which contains all of the
relevant perceptual information. A captioner loss on this lowerdimensional vector of both the real and generated image is
introduced along with the adversarial loss. This ensures the
presence of most of the relevant perceptual aspects in the first
stage of the generation itself, which will enhance any further
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Fig. 2. Our proposed PerceptionGAN Architecture: An image captioner encoder (E0 : Y → T ) is introduced along with the stage-I discriminator (D1 ). t is
an input text description which is encoded to embeddings using a pre-trained char-CNN-RNN encoder [19]. Conditional Augmentation [5] is applied on the
embeddings and the resulting text representation vector is passed through a generator G1 : X → Y to generate images. G1 consists of a series of upsampling
and residual blocks. The layers of G1 and D1 are same as used in StackGAN paper. The architecture of image captioner encoder is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Image captioner architecture, consisting of an encoder (E0 : Y → T ) and decoder (D0 : T → X). We trained this Image captioner architecture
end-to-end and used its encoder (E0 ) as shown in Fig. 2.

refinement process that aims to improve the quality of the text
conditioned image.

B. Adversarial Loss
For the mapping function G1 : X → Y and its discriminator
D1 , the adversarial objective LGAN [4] can be expressed as:

A. Encoder
The encoder shown in Fig. 3. is the most important part
of our proposed architecture. Our goal is to learn a mapping, as shown in Fig. 1., between two domains X (text
representation space) and Y (image space) given N training
N
samples {xi }N
i=1 ∈ X with labels {yj }j=1 ∈ Y . The role
of the encoder (E0 ) is to map the high dimensional (64x64)
image distribution to a low dimensional (256x1) distribution,
i.e. E0 : Y → T where T (with distribution pt ) is such
that all of the relevant perceptual information is preserved.
To ensure this, pt has to be such that the reverse mapping
D0 : T → X is attained with a decoder D0 . We trained an
image captioner [20] and used its encoder (E0 ) (with latent
space of 256x1) for this purpose.
Now, given X and Y, we train a G1 such that the total loss
is minimized. Here, the total loss is defined as the Captioner
Loss plus the Adversarial loss.

LGAN (G1 , D1 , X, Y ) = Ey∼pdata [logD1 (y)]+
Ex∼pdata [log(1 − D1 (G1 (x)))]] (1)
Where G1 tries to generate images G1 (x) that look similar
to images from the domain Y, while D1 aims to distinguish
between the translated samples G1 (x) and real samples.
Generator G1 tries to minimize the objective against the
Discriminator D1 that tries to maximize it.
C. Captioner Loss
Adversarial training can, in theory, learn a mapping G1 ,
which produces outputs that are distributed identically as in
the target domain Y [4]. The training images, however, also
contain a lot of irrelevant and variable information other than
the objects, their shapes, colors, interactions, etc., which makes
training challenging.
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IV. P RELIMINARY EXPERIMENT TO IMPROVE THE
REFINEMENT PROCESS OF S TACK GAN

To overcome this problem, we introduce a Captioner loss,
which can account for loss related to perceptual features
like shapes, object interactions, etc. This ensures that most
of the perceptual information is extracted in the first stage
before any further refinement is applied to improve the final
image quality. This Captioner loss is the mean squared error
(MSE) loss between the encoded vectors of real and generated
images. The encoding is a one to one mapping between the
high dimensional image space and the low-dimensional latent
space containing all of the relevant perceptual information.
The objective function can be written as:

To enhance the refinement process of StackGAN and to
observe how much perceptual information is included in the
generated image by adding more stages in the refinement process, we added a third stage in the architecture of StackGAN.
A. Added Stage-III GAN
The proposed third stage is similar to the second stage in
the architecture of StackGAN as it repeats the conditioning
process which helps the third stage acquire features omitted
by the previous stages. The Stage-III GAN generates a high
resolution image by conditioning on both of the previously
generated image and text embedding vector ĉ3 and hence takes
into account the text features to correct the defects in the
image. In this stage, the discriminator D3 and generator G3
are trained by minimizing −αD3 (Discriminator Loss) and
αG3 (Generator Loss) alternatively by conditioning on the
previously generated image s2 = G2 (s1 , ĉ2 ) and Gaussian
latent variables ĉ3 .

LCaptioner (G1 , X, Y ) =
Ex,y∼pdata [M SE(E0 (y) − E0 (G1 (x)))]

(2)

D. Training details
The training process of GANs can be unstable due to
multiple reasons [21]–[23] and is extremely dependent on
the hyper-parameters tuning. We could argue that the disjoint
nature in the data distribution and the corresponding model
distribution may be one of the reasons for this instability.
This problem becomes more apparent when GANs are used
to generate high-resolution images because it further reduces
the chance of a share of support between model and image
distributions [5]. GANs can be trained in a stable manner [24]
to generate high-resolution images that are conditioned on provided text description because the chance of sharing support
in high dimensional space can be expected in the conditional
distribution.
Furthermore, to make the training process more stable,
we introduced the encoder after a certain number of epochs
(5 epochs, chosen heuristically) of training (If the encoder
is added right after the start of the training of GeneratorDiscriminator, it could contribute to a huge loss resulting
in instability of the training process). This ensures that at
the time encoder is introduced, the generated image will be
having some rough object shapes, colors, their interactions,
and massive loss will not be expected to occur, and the
vanishing gradient problem will be checked.

αD3 = E(y,t)∼pdata [logD3 (y, ϕt )]+
Es2 ∼pg2 ,t∼pdata [log(1 − D3 (G3 (s2 , ĉ3 ), ϕt ))] (3)
αG3 = Es2 ∼pg2 ,t∼pdata [log(1 − D3 (G3 (s2 , ĉ3 ), ϕt ))]+
λDKL (N (µ3 (ϕt ), Σ3 (ϕt ))||N (0, I))

(4)

Stage-III Architecture details : The pre-trained char-RNN-

Fig. 4. The evolution of the - Column 1: Generator loss; Column 2: Captioner
loss; Column 3: Discriminator loss; during training.

Fig. 5. A third Stage is added in our novel architecture of StackGAN to
observe how much perceptual information is improving in the finally generated
image. The architecture of the Stage-III is kept similar to that of Stage-II.
(Full-resolution picture is available online: https://iitd.info/stage3)

We first trained the image captioner model, i.e., E0 and
D0 and then use E0 as a pretrained mapping in our PerceptionGAN architecture. We trained our PerceptionGAN on the
MS-COCO dataset [25] (80,000 images and five descriptions
per image) for 90 epochs with a batch size of 128. An NVIDIA
Quadro P5000 with 16 GB GDDR5 memory and 2560 Cuda
cores was used for training.

CNN text encoder [19] generates the text embeddings ϕt
as in Stage-I and Stage-II. However, since for both stages,
different means and standard deviations are generated by
the fully connected layers in the Conditioning Augmentation
process [5], the Stage-III GAN learns information which is
omitted by the previous stage. The Stage-III generator is
created as an encoder-decoder network that contains residual
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Fig. 6. Comparison of- Row 1: Generated initial images in StackGAN; Row 2: Initial images with our proposed PerceptionGAN; Row 3: Stage-II of
StackGAN and; Row 4: Our initial image refined with StackGAN Stage-II; conditioned on text descriptions from MS-COCO test set.

blocks [26]. The Ng dimensional text conditioning vector ĉ3 is
created using the char-CNN-RNN text embedding ϕt , which
is spatially replicated to form a Mg × Mg × Ng tensor.
The Stage-II result s2 is down-sampled to form Mg × Mg
spatial size tensor. The image feature and the text feature
tensors are concatenated along the channel dimension and
the concatenated tensor is fed into several residual blocks
which are designed to learn joint image and text features.
This is followed by up-sampling to generate a W×H highresolution image. This generator aims to correct defects in the
input image and simultaneously incorporates more details to
increase the text relevancy.

Inference : The generated image inherits the high-resolution
features of the second stage and has relatively more object features; however the added perceptual aspects are not significant
compared with the cost of the increase in parameters. Based
on this preliminary research and the problems pointed out in
DM-GAN paper [6], we project that the presence of perceptual
aspects should be addressed in the first stage of the GAN itself.

V. R ESULTS
In TABLE 1, we compared our results with the state-ofthe-art text to image generation methods on CUB, COCO
datasets. Inception score [23] (a measure of how realistic a
GAN’s output is) is used as an evaluation metric. Although
there is an increase in the inception score (9.43 → 9.82)
from Stage-II to Stage-III, it is not very significant. Increasing
the parameters doesn’t significantly improve the generated
image as the training data is limited. Improving the refinement
stage [6], [7] will definitely enhance the final generated image,
but it is also equally important to improve the initial image
generation. It is a must to account for the loss of perceptual
features like shape, interactions, etc. in the initially generated
image at Stage-I. We incorporated one such kind of loss into
our PerceptionGAN architecture. In this paper, we integrated
our novel PerceptionGAN architecture into the pipeline of
StackGAN.
It can be clearly seen that the inception score has increased
significantly (9.43 → 10.84), as shown in TABLE 1 when our
initial image is refined with StackGAN Stage-II.
Qualitative results are shown in Fig. 6.. It can be seen that
the initial image generated with PerceptionGAN, when refined
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Methods

CUB

COCO

GAN-INT-CLS [11]

2.88 ± .04

7.88 ± .07

GAWWN [12]

3.62 ± .07

/

/

9.58 ± .21

AttnGAN [7]

4.36 ± .03

25.89 ± .47

DM-GAN [6]

4.75 ± .07

30.49 ± .57

StackGAN [5]

3.70 ± .04

9.43 ± .03

StackGAN++ [18]

3.82 ± .06

/

StackGAN with Added Stage-III

3.86 ± 0.07

9.82 ± 0.13

StackGAN with Our Initial Image

4.08 ± .09

10.84 ± .12

PPGN [10]

by a significant extent and neither will it lead to significant
improvement in the inception score unless we account for
the loss of perceptual features like shape, interactions, etc.
in the initially generated image at Stage-I. We incorporated
one such kind of loss in our architecture namely Captioner
loss and shown significant improvement in generated image,
qualitatively and quantitatively.
A. Future Work
We have applied our approach in StackGAN architecture
in order to prove that strengthening the first stage for generating a base image in terms of perceptual information leads
to significant improvement in the final generated image. A
significant increment in the inception score is achieved when
our initial generated image is refined with StackGAN Stage-II.
We can very well suggest that if this approach is used with the
current state-of-the-art, which is efficiently conditioning on the
provided text and initially generated base image, results would
be new state-of-the-art.

TABLE I
I NCEPTION S CORES ( MEAN ± STDEV ) ON CUB [27] AND COCO [25]
DATASETS
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with StackGAN Stage-II, is relatively more interpretable than
the output of the old StackGAN Stage-II image in terms of
quality based on text relevancy. Some of the objects are still
not properly generated in our output images because the efficient incorporation of the textual description in the refinement
stage is equally important for generating realistic images. The
StackGAN Stage-II (refinement used in this paper) models
mainly the resolution quality of the image. Their Stage-II
improvement is mostly related to color quality enhancement
and not so much to perceptual information enhancement. This
can be improved by enhancing the refinement stage, i.e.,
using the provided text description more efficiently into the
refinement stage as done in DM-GAN [6] and AttnGAN [7]
paper.
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